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Comprehensive, informative, and engaging, Nigella Kitchen offers feel-good food for cooks and

eaters that is comforting yet always seductive, nostalgic but with a modern twist--whether super-fast

exotic recipes for the weekday rush, leisurely slow-cook dishes for weekends and special

occasions, or irresistible cakes and cookies in true "domestic goddess" style. Nigella Kitchen

answers everyday cooking quandaries--what to feed a group of hungry teenagers, how to rustle up

a spur-of-the-moment meal for friends, or how to treat yourself when you're home alone--and since

real cooking is so often about leftovers, here one recipe can morph into another . . . from ham hocks

in cider to cidery pea soup, from "praised" chicken to Chinatown salad. This isn't just about being

thrifty; it's about being creative and seeing how recipes evolve.With 190 mouthwatering and

inspiring recipes, including more than 60 express-style recipes (30 minutes or under), Nigella

Kitchen offers plenty of choice--from clams with chorizo to Guinness gingerbread, from Asian

braised beef shank to flourless chocolate lime cake, from pasta alla Genovese to Venetian carrot

cake. In addition, Nigella presents her no-nonsense kitchen kit must-haves (and crucially what isn't

needed) in the way of equipment and magical standby ingredients. But above all, she reminds the

reader how much pleasure there is to be had in real food and in reclaiming the traditional rhythms of

the kitchen, as she cooks to the beat of the heart of the home, creating simple, delicious recipes to

make life less complicatedGorgeously illustrated, this expansive, lively narrative, with its rich feast of

food, is destined to be a twenty-first-century classic.
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Ordinarily I control my cookbook urges. With a collection of cookbooks that has overrun the

available shelf space (cookbooks squished sideways on top of others, some spilling onto the floor,

others taking over bookshelves originally allocated to "travel" or "history"), I. must. control. myself. I

force myself to take a cookbook out of the library first, to ensure that I want to actually cook from it

more than once. If a cookbook survives three recipes, I give myself permission to purchase it.Not

Nigella's. The moment I saw this book was on sale, I pre-ordered it. Doing so was the right

decision.Unlike some of her recent cookbooks, about Feasts or Christmas or Cooking Good Food,

Fast, this has less of a specific theme except maybe "comfort food meets your real-life frenetic

schedule." The first half of the book, called Kitchen Quandaries, leans toward serving your "dinner in

30 minutes" needs, with chapters like "Hurry up, I'm hungry" and "Off the cuff" (pantry suppers). The

second, Kitchen Comforts, is full of recipes for when you're in the mood to chop and stir, segmented

into chapters including "The solace of stirring" and "the bone collection."Her recipes do not

disappoint. (Well, they almost never DO disappoint, which is why I could order this book with such

confidence.

I am one of those cookbook collectors who, like another reviewer, is a bit obsessed and running out

of shelf space...now more than ever a cookbook must earn its keep to stay--and this one qualifies. It

also happens to be my first Nigella book, altho' I bought her Christmas book last year for someone

as a gift. I am so glad I bought this cookbook to call my own. It is awesome. The size alone is

massive, probably the thickest cookbook I own. Not only is it impressive in size but in the contents

and useful information as well. Other reviewers have already mentioned the highlights, many of

which I also would have listed--so I will just say, "ditto" on all counts from me too!Her personality

definitely shines thru the pages, so I don't know what another reviewer means when she says it

doesn't...not so at all. There are so many passages of her 'talking' on the page to the reader, that I

am making a mental note to go back and read it all when I have time, b/c the number of recipes are

calling to me right now. But what I have read tells me I like her gutsy and authentic style. For

instance, I chuckled today while reading the recipe I made tonight, African Drumsticks; on the top of

page where it gives the number of servings it will make, it says: "Serves 4-8 (depending on age and

appetite)." Boy, do I know EXACTLY what THAT means. Don't we all? Yet nobody ever says it,

except Nigella! Let's get real...and Nigella is! They were tasty and fast & easy to make; and I'm a bit

ashamed to admit, ten drumsticks fed LESS than four adults here! She also had a footnote that

freezing the chicken in a ziplock with the marinade keeps for three months. I would never have

thought to do that.
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